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A cura di Sergio Campailla Edizioni integrali Uno,
nessuno e centomila segna l’altissimo epilogo della
tensione narrativa di Pirandello e costituisce uno degli
esiti più nuovi della letteratura del Novecento. All’interno
dell’accidentata geografia di naufragi esistenziali di cui è
percorsa l’opera pirandelliana, il lucidissimo Vitangelo
Moscarda approda alla conquista di quella sofferta
accettazione dell’incompletezza di se stessi che passa
attraverso la via della rinuncia e della solitudine. La
stessa che vuole seguire Serafino Gubbio, eliminando
tutte le maschere, aspirando a quell’impassibilità che è
disponibilità assoluta, regredendo fino a diventare uno
spazio bianco. La crisi dell’io che si frantuma nel
moltiplicarsi di prospettive e punti di riferimento conduce
i protagonisti di questi due romanzi all’abbandono
definitivo di ogni legame con la realtà. «Studio la gente
nelle sue più ordinarie occupazioni, se mi riesca di
scoprire negli altri quello che manca a me per ogni cosa
ch’io faccia: la certezza che capiscano ciò che fanno.»
Luigi Pirandello nato ad Agrigento nel 1867, si laureò a
Bonn in filologia nel 1891, rientrò in Italia e nel 1892 si
trasferì a Roma, dove, introdotto da Capuana, iniziò la
sua attività letteraria e teatrale. Nel 1903, l’improvviso
crac finanziario della famiglia distrusse l’equilibrio
mentale già fragile della moglie e ridusse lui a pensare al
suicidio; si risollevò poi grazie al suo lavoro
d’insegnante e dedicandosi sempre più intensamente
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alla scrittura. Nel 1934 gli fu assegnato il premio Nobel
per la letteratura. Morì a Roma nel 1936. Di Luigi
Pirandello la Newton Compton ha pubblicato Sei
personaggi in cerca d’autore; L’umorismo; L’esclusa; Il
fu Mattia Pascal; Uno, nessuno e centomila e Quaderni
di Serafino Gubbio operatore, Questa sera si recita a
soggetto e Ciascuno a suo modo, oltre al volume singolo
I romanzi, le novelle e il teatro.
Celebrated title story plus "Little Hut," "Mrs. Frola and
Mr. Ponza, Her Son-in-Law," "Citrons from Sicily," "With
Other Eyes," "A Voice," and 5 other tales from the 1934
Nobel Prize-winning author.
"Luigi Pirandello is best known for his experimental
plays, but his narrative production has not enjoyed the
same degree of critical attention. O'Rawe's study
represents the first major reassessment of this output,
including the 'realist' novels, the historical novel I vecchi
e i giovani (1909) and the autobiographical Suo marito
(1911). The book identifies in Pirandello a practice of
'self-plagiarism' - constant rewriting and revision and
obsessive re-use of material - and explores the relation
of these overlooked modes of composition to the
author's own theories of authorship and textuality.
Drawing on a wide range of critical theory, O'Rawe
repositions Pirandello as a major figure in the
development of European narrative modernism."
A man becomes a hero…As a young boy in Ithaca,
Odysseus listens in wonder to his grandfather Autolykos,
a man feared by many across the land as a ruthless
fighter. He learns of his heritage and a lifelong passion is
sparked: to become an adventurer and warrior. In
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Mycenae, he meets King Eurystheus and learns the
terrible story of Hercules - the man with god-like strength
who slaughtered his family and punished by the King to
undertake impossible tasks to earn absolution. But is
Eurystheus the man he says he is? When a child comes
to Odysseus in the middle of the night, with another, very
disturbing, version of what happened that fateful night,
Odysseus embarks on the first of his extraordinary
quests...So begins the epic story of Odysseus, the first of
two volumes: an adventure of love, war, courage and
heroism, weaving from a small rocky island in Greece, to
the mighty fall of Troy.
Again a story of the Six Girls of whom we are fond, is
dedicated to you. It will tell you what delightful things
grew out of their Tea Room, and how the "Patty-Pans
flat" was filled with happiness till it overflowed into a
larger home.It proves—what you know—that the best times
are not always great times. Our Six Girls—and the
boys—are busy young folk, and the good things that have
come to them they won by courage, perseverance and
the merry hearts that are part of innocence and
sweetness.More than all, our Six Girls—and one boy—love
one another so dearly that they cannot help being
successful and happy. We believe—do we not?—that a
loving home alone is a real home.Margery, Happie,
Gretta and Bob know well that "'tis love that makes the
world go 'round." They ask love of those who read the
story of their Tea Room which brought happiness to so
many, in such unforeseen ways. It is the story of a
winter, but a winter all sunshine.Remembering how it
was written is it fittingly dedicated to you, dear Gertrude.
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Uno, nessuno e centomila è l'ultimo romanzo di Luigi
Pirandello, il romanzo ‘più amaro di tutti, profondamente
umoristico, di scomposizione della vita' come affermò lo
stesso autore. La filosofia pirandelliana trova qui il suo
totale compimento attraverso il protagonista, il 'pazzo'
Vitangelo Moscarda, che assorbe in sé e supera tutti i
personaggi presenti nelle opere precedenti dello scrittore
siciliano. Moscarda, partendo dalla scoperta di avere il
naso lievemente storto, si avventura in una serie di
ricerche speculative ed esistenziali che lo porteranno
prima alla rovina e poi alla successiva rinascita tramite
l'autoesclusione dalla vita sociale e dalla visione comune
degli uomini. La voce del narratore dà forma e
concretezza vivente a un monologo ricco di
interrogazioni ed esclamazioni proprio come fosse
un'opera teatrale ma in realtà si rivolge, al di là del
palcoscenico, direttamente all'orecchio dell'ascoltatore e
alla sua coscienza. La lettura è affidata a Giancarlo
Previati. Questo Audio-eBook è in formato EPUB 3. Un
Audio-eBook contiene sia l'audio che il testo e quindi
permette di leggere, di ascoltare e di leggere+ascoltare
in sincronia. Può essere letto e ascoltato su eReader,
tablet, smartphone e PC. Per fruire al meglio questo
Audio-eBook da leggere e ascoltare in sincronia leggi la
pagina d'aiuto a questo link: https://help.streetlib.com/hc/
it/articles/211787685-Come-leggere-gli-audio-ebook
Nobel prize-winning Luigi Pirandello's classic novel on
the nature of identity brims with sly humor, compelling
drama, and skillfully depicted, oddly modern
characters—all capped with timeless insight into the
fragile human psyche. Luigi Pirandello's extraordinary
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final novel begins when Vitangelo Moscarda's wife
remarks that Vitangelo's nose tilts to the right. This
commonplace interaction spurs the novel's unemployed,
wealthy narrator to examine himself, the way he
perceives others, and the ways that others perceive him.
At first he only notices small differences in how he sees
himself and how others do; but his self-examination
quickly becomes relentless, dizzying, leading to often
darkly comic results as Vitangelo decides that he must
demolish that version of himself that others see.
Evoking in vivid detail the literary world in Rome at the
turn of the century. Her Husband tells the story of Silvia
Roncella, a talented young female writer, and her
husband Giustino Boggiolo. The novel opens with their
arrival in Rome after having left their provincial southern
Italian hometown following the success of Silvia's first
novel, the rather humorously titled House of Dwarves. As
his wife's self-appointed (and self-important) promoter,
protector, counselor, and manager, Giustino becomes
the primary target of Pirandello's satire. But the couple's
relationship - and their dual career - is also complicated
by a lively supporting cast of characters, including literary
bohemians with avant-garde pretensions and would-be
aristocratic aesthetes who are all too aware of the newly
acquired power of journalists and the publishing
establishment to make or break their careers. Having
based many of the characters - including Silvia and
Giustino - on actual literary acquaintances of his,
Pirandello reacted to the novel's controversial reception
by not allowing it to be reprinted after the first printing
sold out. Not until after his death were copies again
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made available in Italy.
A major icon of cinema and pop-culture more widely,
Pixar Animation Studios has played a vital part in
reminding audiences of animation's capacity as a major
artform. Hugely popular, and recognised as a real force
in the imaginative lives of its audience, Pixar's movies
have attained critical mass. The Films of Pixar Animation
Studio offers the reader and animation enthusiast a onestop handbook to the studio's work, discussing each film
in great detail. Each Pixar feature film is explored in
terms of creative choices made by the films' producers,
writers, directors and animators from the first bright idea
through to final realisation. The book also makes
connections between the studio's aesthetic and the wider
realm of animation history, the blockbuster movie and
the enduring examples of folk tales.
When his sexy young wife fails to home one night, Jonas
Milk tells his inquisitive neighbours she is visiting a
friend. But his innocent attempt to protect Gina's
reputation provokes hostility and suspicion among the
residents of the Vieux-Marche - who know very well she
has been having flagrant affairs throughout her marriage
to the quite little bookseller. Soon Jonas's small lie leads
him into a nightmare of police inquiries and painful
discoveries . . .
Showing you how to become irresistible to the opposite
sex, Richard La Ruina outlines every necessary element
and techniques required in the art to attract, pick-up and
make a successful seduction enabling you to shape your
own relationships.
Alexander the Great, according to Plutarch, carried on
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his campaigns a copy of the Iliad, kept alongside a
dagger; on a more pronounced ideological level, ancient
Romans looked to the Aeneid as an argument for
imperialism. In this major reinterpretation of epic poetry
beginning with Virgil, David Quint explores the political
context and meanings of key works in Western literature.
He divides the history of the genre into two political
traditions: the Virgilian epics of conquest and empire that
take the victors' side (the Aeneid itself, Camoes's
Lusíadas, Tasso's Gerusalemme liberata) and the
countervailing epic of the defeated and of republican
liberty (Lucan's Pharsalia, Ercilla's Araucana, and
d'Aubigné's Les tragiques). These traditions produce
opposing ideas of historical narrative: a linear,
teleological narrative that belongs to the imperial
conquerors, and an episodic and open-ended narrative
identified with "romance," the story told of and by the
defeated. Quint situates Paradise Lost and Paradise
Regained within these rival traditions. He extends his
political analysis to the scholarly revival of medieval epic
in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and to
Sergei Eisenstein's epic film, Alexander Nevsky.
Attending both to the topical contexts of individual poems
and to the larger historical development of the epic
genre, Epic and Empire provides new models for
exploring the relationship between ideology and literary
form.
L’esclusa • Il turno • Il fu Mattia Pascal • Suo marito • I
vecchi e i giovani • Quaderni di Serafino Gubbio
operatore • Uno, nessuno e centomila A cura di Sergio
Campailla Edizioni integrali Fin dal primo romanzo,
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L’esclusa (1901), i personaggi della narrativa
pirandelliana tracciano il grafico della solitudine e
dell’alienazione dell’individuo di fronte a una realtà
contraddittoria, inafferrabile, inconoscibile, priva di punti
di riferimento. Ognuno a suo modo esemplifica o
denuncia la sconcertante inquietudine, lo scacco, la
sconfitta che nascono dall’impossibilità di sapere, di
prevedere, di dominare. E l’autore delinea questa
accidentata geografia di naufragi esistenziali con quella
«pietà spietata» che rappresenta l’ingrata ricchezza
della sua visione umoristica, in cui convivono dolore e
riso, partecipazione e distacco. Luigi Pirandello nato ad
Agrigento nel 1867, si laureò in filologia a Bonn nel 1891.
Iniziò la sua attività letteraria e teatrale quando Capuana
lo introdusse nel mondo culturale romano. Dal 1897 al
1922 si dedicò all’insegnamento. Nel 1934 gli fu
assegnato il premio Nobel per la letteratura. Morì a
Roma nel 1936. Di Luigi Pirandello la Newton Compton
ha pubblicato molte opere in volumi singoli e i volumi
unici I romanzi, le novelle e il teatro; Tutti i romanzi e
Novelle per un anno.
Can humanity be divided into good and evil? And if so, is
it possible for the good to vanquish the evil, eradicating it
from the face of the Earth by declaring war on evildoers
and bringing them to justice? Can we overcome evil by
the power of memory? In Memory as a Remedy for Evil,
Tzvetan Todorov answers these questions in the
negative, arguing that despite all our efforts to the
contrary, we cannot be delivered from evil. In this work
on evil, memory and justice, Todorov examines the uses
of memory and the spate of memorial laws in France in
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order to show how memory has failed as a remedy
against evil and how efforts to come to grips with past
evil through trials and punitive justice have failed as well.
Todorov locates the fatal flaw of all these approaches in
our erroneous relationship with evil as alterity, the
distinction that we draw between ourselves and others
that allows us to imagine ourselves in the appealing role
of hero and victim and confine others to the role of villain
and criminal. Similarly, in his analysis of the South
African Truth and Reconciliation Commission and
Cambodia's Khmer Rouge Tribunal, Todorov argues in
favor of restorative justice, which "seeks not to punish
but to restore relations that should never have been
interrupted" between former perpetrators and former
victims. Memory as a Remedy for Evil is a powerful and
timely work that asks that we recognize the good and evil
within each of us--and reminds us that it is only by
coming to terms with evil and trying to understand it that
we can hope to tame it.
Questo libro è una raccolta dei più interessanti concetti
contenuti nei video e nei workshop di Marco
Montenegro, destinati ad aiutare chi è interessato a
mettersi in proprio facendo leva sull'online.
A candid, compulsively readable, hilarious, and
heartbreaking memoir of resilience and redemption At
age four, Molly Shannon's world was shattered when she
lost her mother, baby sister, and cousin in a car accident
with her father at the wheel. Held together by her tender
and complicated relationship with her grieving father,
Molly was raised in a permissive household where her
gift for improvising and role-playing blossomed alongside
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the fearlessness that would lead her to become a
celebrated actress. From there, Molly ventured into the
wider world of New York and Los Angeles show
business, where she created her own opportunities and
developed her daring and empathetic comedy. Filled with
behind-the-scenes stories involving everyone from
Whitney Houston to Adam Sandler to Monica Lewinski,
many told for the first time here, Hello, Molly! spans
Molly's time on Saturday Night Live--where she starred
alongside Will Ferrell, Adam Sandler, Cheri Oteri, Tracy
Morgan, and Jimmy Fallon, among many others. At the
same time, it explores with humor and candor her
struggle to come to terms with the legacy of her father, a
man who both fostered her gifts and drive and was left
with the impossible task of raising his kids alone after the
loss of her mother. Witty, winning, and told with
tremendous energy and heart, Hello, Molly!, written with
Sean Wilsey, sheds new and revelatory light on the life
and work of one of our most talented and free-spirited
performers.
L'Audio Antologia della Letteratura Italiana in AudioeBook è strumento didattico eccezionale per tutti gli
studenti italiani e per gli stranieri che desiderano
approfondire la storia della lingua letteraria del Bel
Paese! I brani dei più conosciuti e studiati scrittori italiani
possono essere ascoltati in sincronia con i testi che sono
evidenziati automaticamente, ordinati per periodo storico
e facilmente rintracciabii con un solo click. Le audioletture, realizzate da narratori professionisti, sono fruibili
con tutti i dispositivi attualmente disponibili. L'AALI è
un'opera in due volumi. Questo secondo volume
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contiene un totale di 114 brani audio di 48 autori dal
1800 al 1900 letti da 30 narratori professionisti. L' AALI
Vol. II è un viaggio sonoro attraverso la storia della
lingua italiana degli ultimi due secoli, i suoi mutamenti, i
suoi stili letterari, i suoi generi, il suo lessico e le sue
tematiche, dove le voci guidano alle corrette pronunce e
cadenze della lingua e aiutano ad estendere
l'immaginazione, le emozioni, le riflessioni e i significati
propri della cultura letteraria italiana, dai 'Promessi
Sposi' di Alessandro Manzoni ai 'Malavoglia' di Giovanni
Verga passando per i brani letterari più famosi di
Foscolo, Leopardi, Svevo, D'Annunzio, Moravia e tanti
altri fino ad alcuni autori contemporanei. Uno strumento
prezioso per gli studenti e per tutti coloro che desiderano
conoscere l'evoluzione dellla lingua del Bel Paese! Per
fruire al meglio di questo Audio-eBook da leggere e
ascoltare in sincronia leggi la pagina d'aiuto a questo
link: https://help.streetlib.com/hc/it/articles/211787685-C
ome-leggere-gli-audio-ebook
A historical novel reflecting the Sicily of the end of the
19th century.
When Samuel receives a call out of the blue about the
death of his lover, Clara, his own numbing existence
seems about to come to an end. Does it matter that he
never knew Clara? And, if he invents a past for his love
and his loss, could he even fake his way through her
funeral? Unable to pass up the chance at a new life,
Samuel starts down a path of lies until he can no longer
distinguish between real and invented.
Pollyanna by Eleanor H. Porter was released in 1913
and immediately became the bestseller. Eleven-year-old
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Pollyanna Whiter becomes an orphan after the death of
her father, poor pastor. Her mother died earlier. Only
some books are leaf as a heritage from her father. The
only relative Pollyanna has is a distant Aunt Polly, who
Pollyanna hasn’t ever seen and who didn’t have any
relations with the Whiters. Her sister, Pollyanna’s
mother, married a poor pastor against the will of her
family. The aunt takes Pollyanna very cold. But the little
girl is not upset because she has the game that her
father invented and taught her how to play, “The Glad
Game”. It’s an easy and at the same time rather
intricate ability to fend something to be glad about in a
smallest piety thing. Pollyanna Grows Up by Eleanor H.
Porter that was published in 1915 is the sequel of the
famous Pollyanna. Pollyanna, the favorite character of a
lot of girls, grew up. And like any other young woman
she fell in love. The young thing is going to live through
joy and pain. And nobody knows how everything will end.
But even during the most difficult times Pollyanna
remembers her famous “glad game”. Eleanor H. Porter
Pollyanna & Pollyanna Grows Up Pollyanna, the
favourite character of a lot of girls, grew up. And like any
other young woman she fell in love. The young thing is
going to live through joy and pain. And nobody knows
how everything will end. But even during the most
difficult times Pollyanna remembers her famous “glad
game”.
Who is the uninvited guest wearing a creepy costume at
Prince Prospero's ball? Can a man be driven mad by the
"sounds" of the crime he has committed? These spinetingling stories and others by Edgar Allan Poe are
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adapted for a first chapter book reader.
Mattia Pascal endures a life of drudgery in a provincial
town. Then, providentially, he discovers that he has been
declared dead. Realizing he has a chance to start over,
to do it right this time, he moves to a new city, adopts a
new name, and a new course of life—only to find that this
new existence is as insufferable as the old one. But
when he returns to the world he left behind, it's too late:
his job is gone, his wife has remarried. Mattia Pascal's
fate is to live on as the ghost of the man he was. An
explorer of identity and its mysteries, a connoisseur of
black humor, Nobel Prize winner Luigi Pirandello is
among the most teasing and profound of modern
masters. The Late Mattia Pascal, here rendered into
English by the outstanding translator William Weaver,
offers an irresistible introduction to this great writer's
work
Marcantonio Ravì has a plan: to give his beautiful
daughter, Stellina, in marriage to the elderly but hugely
wealthy Don Diego Alcozèr. Justifying his decision to
appalled family and neighbors, he encourages the lazy
Pepè Alletto to take a longer view—in only a few years,
following Don Diego’s death, a younger, more suitable
husband can be found. Stellina herself is bitterly
opposed to the marriage, fainting at her wedding party;
and events spiral further out of control when Pepè’s
bullish lawyer brother-in-law becomes involved.
Desde el final de la Guerra Civil hasta el fin de la
dictadura, la presencia italiana en la prensa española fue
constante, y su análisis sin duda arroja luz sobre los
lazos interculturales que unían a ambos países. En la
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presente obra la autora estudia las relaciones ítaloespañolas desde el punto de vista de las noticias y los
comentarios aparecidos en la prensa barcelonesa,
centrándose en dos publicaciones periódicas
fundamentales del ámbito cultural catalán de esos años:
el diario generalista La Vanguardia (por entonces, La
Vanguardia Española), en castellano, y la revista cultural
y literaria Serra d’Or, en catalán. De la comparación
entre la presencia italiana en una y otra publicación, el
lector podrá extraer interesantes conclusiones no solo
sobre la recepción de la cultura y la literatura italianas
durante el franquismo, sino también sobre las relaciones
ítalo-españolas en general.
A riveting thriller from the acclaimed “King of South
African crime” and the author of Blood Safari: “Deon
Meyer is one of the unsung masters” (Michael Connelly).
Deon Meyer is a world-class writer whose page-turning
thrillers probe the social and racial complexities of his
native country. In Cobra, a famous English
mathematician is kidnapped and his two bodyguards are
killed at a guesthouse in the beautiful wine country
outside Cape Town. It’s clearly a professional hit, and
the spent shell cases offer a chilling clue: each is
engraved with the head of a spitting cobra. Meanwhile, in
the city, a skilled thief is using his talents to put his sister
through college. But he picks the wrong pocket, grabbing
the wallet of a young American woman delivering
something very valuable and dangerous to South Africa.
The thief not only becomes the target of the deadly hit
man known as the Cobra, but unwittingly holds the key to
stopping a deadly international threat. It’s up to Captain
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Benny Griessel and his elite investigation team to find
the pickpocket and track down the Cobra as the novel
hurtles toward a brilliant, heart-stopping finale on the
suburban commuter trains. “Mr. Meyer, the leading
thriller writer in his native country, traffics in crime-novel
situations familiar the world over: drunken cops,
charming robbers, dangerous murderers, sudden
violence—and sometimes, issues of race.” —The Wall
Street Journal
A long-awaited theatrical and literary event; this
posthumously published and unfinished play has been
provided with the missing final scene by Charles Wood.
The action takes place in the fantastic Villa Scalogna,
inhabited by a grotesque group of people led by Cotrone,
a wizard and illusionist. Into this scene comes a band of
actors, about to perform one of Pirandello's own plays.
The Mountain Giants was first produced at the National
Theatre in the summer of 1993. Pirandello's prolific
writing career was unusual in that he had already earned
a considerable reputation as a poet and prose author
before turning to the theatre relatively late in life. The
premiere of Six Characters in Search of an Author in
1921 established him internationally as Italy's leading
playwright.
A near-future eco-thriller from the bestselling author of
Schismatrix Plus and The Difference Engine. The Storm
Troupers are a group of weather hackers who roam the
plains of Texas and Oklahoma, hopped up on adrenaline
and technology. Utilizing virtual reality, flying robots, and
all-terrain vehicles, they collect data on the extreme
storms ravaging an America decimated by climate
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change. But even their visionary leader can’t predict the
danger on the horizon when a volatile new member joins
their ranks and faces a trial by fire: a massive tornado
unlike any the world has seen before. “A remarkable and
individual sharpness of vision . . . Sterling hacks the
future, and an elegant hack it is.” —Locus “Lucid and
tremendously entertaining. Sterling shows once more his
skills in storytelling and technospeak. A cyberpunk
winner.” —Kirkus Reviews “So believable are the
speculations that . . . one becomes convinced that the
world must and will develop into what Sterling has
predicted.” —Science Fiction Age “A very exciting
coming-of-age story in a wild future America . . . What’s
it got? Cyberpunk attitude, genuine humor,
nanotechnology, minimal sex but some cool medications
and very big weather systems.” —SFReviews.net
“Brilliant . . . Fascinating . . . Exciting . . . A full
complement of thrills.” —The New York Review of
Science Fiction
Famous expressionistic parable explores relativity of
truth, vanity and necessity of illusion, instability of human
personality, other themes. New English translation.
The surprising connections which have developed between
physics and various fields as diverse as biology and
economics now constitute the fascinating research area
known as complex materials and systems. The study of
complex materials and processes is rapidly expanding, and
many important experimental and theoretical discoveries
have been made in recent years. Statistical physics is key to
exploring this new and expanding field, enabling an
understanding of real-world phenomena compromised of
complex materials or exhibiting complex processes. This
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book includes lectures presented at the CLXXVI International
School of Physics oEnrico Fermio, held in Varenna, Italy, in
July 2010. The school focused on recent advances and
developing perspectives in the study of complex materials
and processes, as related to physics and biology. The book
provides both an introduction and a complete presentation of
recent theoretical and experimental developments for each
topic.Topics addressed include: scaling and universality,
supra-molecular systems and solutions, polymer systems,
static and dynamics of liquid water, arrested dynamics and
jamming, dynamics of out of equilibrium systems, physics of
confined liquids, granular matter, physics of biological and
medical systems, networks in physical and social sciences,
turbulence in physics, biology and economics and finally,
switching phenomena in biology and economics. The book
provides reviews of these cutting edge topics by leading
authorities and will be a reference work useful to both
advanced research professionals and beginning graduate
students.
It is a woman who writes. She recounts the last hours of
consciousness of her man. Leaving nothing out, she
describes the moments prior to an incident, particularly her
bitter loneliness. These reflections recorded in a diary have a
very clear purpose. In a succession of memories, Beatrise
gives out precious information. She claims to be a foreigner,
confesses to love Italy, and hints at how important this man
was in her life. She does this by averring that she was his
lover, his childhood friend, and hinting at certainly having
been much more. She writes of having had a child with
Marco, but also of being the stepmother of his son, a young
man with whom she falls in love and who will soon enter the
world of adolescence, the fruit of Marco's and Marianne's
marriage. Marco was a correspondent for a famous magazine
in Britain; Marianne teaches cello at a prestigious college in
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London, while Beatrise is a woman behind schedule, still in
school, and she must work very hard to make ends meet.
Theirs has been a troublesome love triangle, an exciting and
dangerous game that laid bare human vulnerabilities, but also
a golden opportunity to achieve love.
Fiction. Translated from the Italian by William Weaver. Luigi
Pirandello's extraordinary final novel begins when Vitangelo
Moscarda's wife remarks that Vitangelo's nose tilts to the
right. This commonplace interaction spurs the novel's
unemployed, wealthy narrator to examine himself, the way he
perceives others, and the ways that others perceive him. At
first he only notices small differences in how he sees himself
and how others do; but his self-examination quickly becomes
relentless, dizzying, leading to often darkly comic results as
Vitangelo decides that he must demolish that version of
himself that others see. Pirandello said of his 1926 novel that
it "deals with the disintegration of the personality. It arrives at
the most extreme conclusions, the farthest consequences."
Indeed, its unnerving humor and existential dissection of
modern identity find counterparts in Samuel Beckett's Molloy
trilogy and the works of Thomas Bernhard and Vladimir
Nabokov.
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